Abstract. Given an arbitrary face image and an arbitrary speech clip, the proposed work attempts to generating the talking face video with accurate lip synchronization while maintaining smooth transition of both lip and facial movement over the entire video clip. Existing works either do not consider temporal dependency on face images across different video frames thus easily yielding noticeable/abrupt facial and lip movement or are only limited to the generation of talking face video for a specific person thus lacking generalization capacity. We propose a novel conditional video generation network where the audio input is treated as a condition for the recurrent adversarial network such that temporal dependency is incorporated to realize smooth transition for the lip and facial movement. In addition, we deploy a multi-task adversarial training scheme in the context of video generation to improve both photo-realism and the accuracy for lip synchronization. Finally, based on the phoneme distribution information extracted from the audio clip, we develop a sample selection method that effectively reduces the size of the training dataset without sacrificing the quality of the generated video. Extensive experiments on both controlled and uncontrolled datasets demonstrate the superiority of the proposed approach in terms of visual quality, lip sync accuracy, and smooth transition of lip and facial movement, as compared to the state-of-the-art.
Introduction
Speech audio to video generation aims to generate naturally looking talking face synchronized with the given input audio. Aside from being an interesting topic from a research standpoint, it has a wide-range of applications, including, for example, video bandwidth reduction [1] , face animation, and other entertainment applications. The challenge of the talking face generation problem is three-fold. First, video generation is, in general, more challenging than still image generation since humans are sensitive with any subtle artifacts and temporal discontinuities.
Second, audio to video speech generation poses extra rigid requirement on the accuracy of lip synchronization. Third, due to the large variation in human pose, talking speed and style, how to train a model with the generalization capacity for both unseen audio and face image is quite challenging.
Video generation is intrinsically a temporal-dependent problem. However, most existing works tend to formulate it as a temporal-independent image generation problem, where the entire audio clip is usually cropped into audio segments by a sliding window and each video frame is generated independently only based on the individual audio segment. For example, one closely related work proposed by Chung et al. [2] directly embeds the encoded visual (containing the identity information) and audio feature (reflecting the lip movement condition) as the input fed into the decoder network to generate face image frame. The final video is generated by stacking all frames together where each frame is independently treated. Similarly, Karras et al. [3] uses a sliding window to extract audio segment which may include the phoneme coarticulation with appropriately chosen window size. Nonetheless, in all these works, the temporal dependency in content (i.e., face) is largely left out and the coarticulation effect cannot be adequately modeled.
On the other hand, temporal-dependent methods such as [1] model the dynamic of audio features through recurrent neural network (RNN). The audio feature is used to represent the lip shape. By measuring the similarity between the given probe audio feature and the gallery audio feature set which are extracted from the source video set, they can find the best matched mouth region. The matched mouth sequence and the target video are re-timed and synthesized into the output video. Although the result seems very promising, it only works for the given person (Obama) which restricts the generalization capability. In addition, this method only models the lip and mouth region. The expression and head pose variation all depend on the source video which may generate inconsistent result with different audio as inputs.
Based on the analyses above, our proposed framework incorporates both image and audio in the recurrent unit to achieve temporal dependency in the generated video on both facial and lip movement, such that smooth transition across different video frames can be realized. In addition, we deploy a multi-task discriminator to improve the audio and lip shape consistency and photo-realism. Compared to previous approaches, no extra image deblurring procedures are needed in our framework. We have evaluated the performance of the proposed approach on several popular datasets. From the experiments, we have found that learning from the video dataset is more time consuming compared to the general image perception tasks, especially for the uncontrolled interview and news video dataset. On the other hand, we observe that these wild data usually present a biased phoneme distribution where some typical set of words appear more frequently. Repeatedly learning the same phoneme in the given deep learning framework then becomes unnecessary for training discriminative audio features. To reduce the training cost, we propose a sample selection approach to reducing the size of training data by removing redundant samples without sacrificing performance. Our contributions are thus summarized as follows:
-We propose a novel conditional recurrent generation network to generate accurate lip sync and incorporate temporal dependency while maintaining smooth transition for both lip and facial movements. -We deploy a multi-task discriminator to improve the lip sync accuracy and photo-realism. -We develop a sample selection method which largely removes the highly redundant samples without sacrificing performance.
Related Work
In this section, we mainly review three related works, including speech face animation, conditional image generation, video prediction and generation.
Speech Face Animation
Speech face animation is a computer graphic problem that models and controls the facial features to synchronize lip motion with the audio. Traditional speech animation methods either use professional animators to manually produce the result or simply use the lip viseme gallery to synthesize speech animation. The former is time consuming and costly, while the latter generates low quality and less discriminative result. Since the lip motion is a complex and codependent facial action with the muscle, chin, tongue and etc, recent works apply neural network to achieve more accurate performance. In recent years, some new developments have been reported. For example, [1] trained the lip model for only one person, i.e., President Barack Obama. The basic idea is to find the best matched mouth region image from his mouth gallery through audio features matching. And the final whole face image was not generated but synthesized by composing the mouth image with the target video. The trained model is difficult to adapt to other persons due to the large variation in mouth texture and content. [3] learned a mapping between raw audio and 3D meshes by an end-to-end network. In addition, an extra branch of emotional representation learning was needed to increase the photo-realism. Since this method aims to generate 3D mesh animation, it cannot capture the tongue, wrinkles, eyes, head motion which is required for image level face animation.
[2] proposed a conditional auto-encoder based network, where the audio feature and image identity feature were extracted by two convolutional encoder networks, respectively. The intuition is conditional image manipulation where by fixing the identity feature and changing the condition variables (i.e., the audio feature), the same face with different lip shape images can be generated. However, this work generates each single frame independently which breaks the temporal dependency between frames. Although the results demonstrate accurate lip shape and better generality, the result looks unreal with rigid lip motion and unchanged face expression, pose, etc.
[4] learned the mapping between audio and phoneme categories, then matched the best predefined lip region model according to the phoneme label. The final output was generated by re-targeting the lip region model with given input. The phoneme label is either manually provided by human or automatically generated by a speech recognition system. Manually providing phoneme is time consuming and cost inefficient which also limited the real-time application, while automatic phoneme labeling tends to be error-prone and restricts the performance.
Conditional Generation Adversarial Net
Generative adversarial network (GAN) [5] was first proposed in 2014 by Goodfellow which is able to generate photo-realistic images and has gained extraordinary popularity within recent two years. Compared with other generative models, such as variational autoencoder (VAE), GAN can generate much sharper and more photo-realistic images. Compared with the vanilla GAN, condition GANs can generate images under controllable factors rather than generating images from random noise. For example, Pix2pix [6] and CycleGAN [7] generated images with different color, style, and content conditioning on given reference images. CAAE related works [8, 9] generated face with aging effect conditioning on different age labels. SRGAN [10] generated super-resolution images conditioning on low resolution images. [11, 12] filled in the incomplete holes of an image conditioning on the surrounding pixels. Most aforementioned works conduct image generation or translation within the same modality (i.e., image modality). Few works conducted image generation between different modalities with large variations. For example, the text to image generation works [13] [14] synthesized image content based on given text description. [10] predicted instrument images by providing the music audio played by some instruments.
Video Prediction and Generation
Video prediction has been widely studied in many works [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] which aims to predict the future frames conditioned on several previous frames. Different from video prediction, video generation directly generates frame sequences from noise. With the success of adversarial image generation network, a few works have attempted to generating videos through the adversarial training procedure. [20] decomposed video generation into motion dynamic and background content generation, where background image is generated using 2D convolution while the foreground motion which contains temporal information is modeled by 3D convolution. In this case, it is restricted to generate only fixed length videos. MoCoGAN [21] disentangled the video generation problem as content and motion generation. By fixing the content representation and changing the motion latent variables, the video can be generated with motion dynamic under the same content. Similarly, [22] decomposed the motion and content, and the future frame is predicted with fixed content and dynamic motion.
Audio to video generation is different from these two works since the audio information needs to be considered as condition and only one reference image is provided which is difficult to hallucinate pixel values without capturing the flow change information between multiple frames. Rather than generating video from noise, the generated frames should have stable image content with accurate lip motion corresponding to the speech audio condition. In order to generate smooth video with flexible length, recurrent neural network is applied on the motion latent variable.
Proposed Method
In this section, we first overview the baseline method [2] which is the conditional auto-encoder based face generation network. We then describe the proposed method where both image and audio representations are encoded by gated recurrent unit to incorporate the temporal-dependent information. The proposed method is trained using an adversarial training scheme to avoid blur result. Multi-task discriminator is applied here to both improve the lip sync accuracy as well as photo-realism. We envision the computational complexity of training induced by large amount of training samples, and propose a sample selection method to speed up the training time without sacrificing the performance.
Conditional Face Generation Network Baseline
Since the proposed work is closely related to the Speech2Vid [2] method which is a conditional autoencoder based audio-to-video generation network, we use it as a baseline and first describe its framework in this section. In Speech2Vid, audio segments are cropped from the entire audio clip using sliding window. Frames that have the corresponding lip shapes are extracted from the audio segments. Only one frame is used as ground truth to each audio segment as shown in Fig. 1 . In order to control different lip shapes and audio signals, both the image feature and audio feature are encoded through convolution neural network (i.e., image encoder E I , and audio encoder E A ) and concatenated together. The concatenated feature is later decoded to generate the target image with desired lip shape while preserving the same identity using the decoder network G. UNet [23] is also adopted to largely preserve the identity, especially for unseen faces. Since the reconstruction loss as shown in Eq. 1 is the only objective function to guide the lip shape, it addresses blur results especially around the mouth region using an extra deblur network,
whereĨ t = G(z I , z A ) and I t are the generated and ground truth video frames, respectively; z I = E I (I 0 ) represents the image feature of the given reference image I 0 , and z t = E A (A t ) represents the audio feature of the audio segment. It is important to point out that in Speech2Vid, since features are extracted from individual audio segments using the sliding window, temporal dependency is not realized, leading to unreal visual quality and unsmooth transition between frames. 
Conditional Recurrent Adversarial Network
We improve the Speech2vid [2] framework by applying gated recurrent unit (GRU) on both image and audio features. It is worth mentioning that although applying the recurrent unit on audio feature alone can improve the lip shape smoothness, for datasets in the wild, due to the large variation of pose and motion, the generated video tends to exhibit jitter effect where transition between frames is not smooth. Therefore, it is essential to apply GRU on both features.
Audio Feature Discussion
In recent audio to video works, different types of audio information have been employed, including, for example, the raw audio [3] , the Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) features of audio [1] [2], and the Log-amplitude of Mel-Spectrum (LMS) [24] . We choose the MFCC feature due to its effectiveness in speech recognition, good linear separation between phonemes, and readiness to work with RNN models. In addition, for fair comparison with the baseline method, we use the same protocol as [2] , where each audio segment corresponds to 350ms information. Each MFCC feature is extracted from a length of 20ms audio segment with overlap of 10ms. We remove the first coefficient from original MFCC vector, eventually yielding a 35 × 12 MFCC features for each audio segment.
Conditional Recurrent Video Generation
The proposed conditional recurrent video generation network is shown in Fig. 2 . A series of audio feature variables are denoted as The motivation behind using the hybrid feature is that the current lip movement is also affected by previous lip shapes, and the recurrent neural network can better represent the video dynamics by mapping independent features to a sequence of correlated features. Intuitively, we can apply the recurrent unit on audio features alone to build the temporal dependency and achieve smooth lip movement. However, due to the variation of input faces, it cannot preserve the image smoothness nor the smooth transition. Applying recurrent unit on the hybrid code of image and audio features leads to a smooth change of content and largely improved video quality.
Multi-task Discriminator
In traditional GAN, the discriminator is designed to differentiate real images from fake ones (i.e., generated image) to improve the photo-realism. This type of discriminator is referred as "image-aware discriminator". In some conditional GAN works, the discriminator also aims to distinguish whether the two inputs are real pair (i.e., the image under the corresponding condition) or not. This discriminator is referred as "matching-aware discriminator", following the work of [13] . In this work, both image-aware discriminator and matching-aware discriminator are adopted to improve the image quality and also the lip shape sync accuracy. For image-aware discriminator, patch discriminator as mentioned in Pix2pix [6] is adopted to keep more details around the mouth region. The real image is the ground truth face corresponding to an audio segment and the fake image is the generated face conditioned on the audio input. The output is a grid of binary map which indicates the real or fake with respect to local image regions. For matching-aware discriminator, the real sample is the real face image and its corresponding audio feature, and the fake sample contains two cases, one is the generated face image under given audio condition, another is the real face with mismatch audio condition. The mismatch audio condition is generated by shuffling or shifting the audio feature from the ground truth face images. The output is either 1 or 0 which indicates whether it is a matched pair or not. The upper layer of these two discriminators are shared for these two tasks. The loss functions on both the discriminator D and image generator/decoder G are written in Eqs. 2 and 3 , respectively.
conditioned where I andĨ are the real and generated image, respectively, under the matched condition; and z I andẑ I are the mismatched condition with real image I.
To further improve the image quality, the perceptual loss [25] based on VGG Face Net [26] is adopted as in Eq. 4,
where φ i denotes the i-th feature layer, and the accumulated difference between C layers is calculated. The final objective function is
where
Sample Selection
Most recent audio to video works capitalize on the large amount of talking face dataset from website, for example, the news, interview, etc. Although learning from large dataset which contains rich information can achieve good generalization and discriminative capability, it also consumes the training time. For example, [1] collected around 300 videos from Obama's weekly addresses. The VoxCeleb dataset [27] contains 1,251 celebrities, for each identity there are around 10 video sequences, and each video is segmented into different clips to guarantee that only one single person's face appears in the video. Training on such large dataset is inefficient and quite time consuming, especially for video generation tasks. Phoneme is the smallest detectable unit of a language and is produced by a combination of the movement of lips, teeth, and tongues of the speaker. We first exploit the phoneme distribution of the original dataset by extracting all the phonemes from the videos. In order to obtain the phoneme histogram for each audio sample, we use the "you-get" [28] tool to fetch the valid English subtitles based on the YouTube ID provided by VoxCeleb. Then audio and subtitle are aligned by the Penn Phonetics Lab Forced Aligner (P2FA) [29] tools. This is followed by phonemes being extracted by the CMU Lexicon Tool [30] which defines 39 phoneme categories. Finally we select more than 15,114 videos which have valid English subtitle files. The overall phoneme histogram is shown in Fig. 3 . It is easy to observe that the phoneme "ZH" only appears 4,800 times while "AH" appears 11,010,000 times.
Based on the above analyses, we propose a sample selection method to drastically reduce the number of training samples taking advantage of the biased histogram of different phonemes without affecting the general distribution of the phoneme. The details about our sample selection algorithm are described in the supplement. 
Experiments and Results
We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method on two popular datasets. We mainly use the quality of the generated lip shape and the smoothness of the video to evaluate the performance. The quality of the generated lip shap is measured by the synchronization accuracy of the lip shape movement. The smoothness measures if there is any unreasonable pixel changes across the generated frames. Both quantitative and qualitative evaluations are conducted to demonstrate the generalization capacity and generated video quality of the proposed approach. Considering the challenges of evaluating the generated video quality and lip shape accuracy, we also conduct two user studies to perform perceptual evaluation.
Datasets and Compared Methods
TCD [31] dataset is initially built for speech recognition purpose where the sentences read by human contain rich phoneme categories. The entire dataset contains audio and video footages of 62 speakers. In total, there are 6,913 phonetically rich sentences. All the videos are collected under a well-controlled environment. We follow the same splitting policy in the original paper for building the training and testing set. VoxCeleb [27] dataset contains more than 20,000 videos from 1,251 celebrities. In our experimental setting, we select 9,514 training samples from 1,129 identities which contain valid English subtitles for better understanding of the dataset. The test samples are selected from the rest. Different from the TCD dataset, VoxCeleb dataset contains large variations in talking speed, accent, etc. The face images are also with different poses, illuminations, and occlusions. Preprocessing is applied to normalize all audio to 16KHz. Faces with extreme pose variations are filtered out based on the landmark information. Compared Methods We compare the proposed approach with two other approaches. The first is the conditional autoencoder network [2] , and the other is RNN on audio features with different losses. We denote the conditional autoencoder based baseline 3 as "CAE", and the proposed method as "RAE IA -PG" where temporal cues from both image (I) and audio (A) representations are captured via RNN. Our proposed framework also integrates the perceptual loss (P) and GAN (G) loss to further improve the image quality. Similarly, if only using RNN to model the audio feature, we denote it as "RAE A ".
Implementation Details
Training scheme In this work, we adopt incremental training scheme to build our deep model. The perceptual loss and adversarial loss are added when "CAE" is trained to be stable. The weights for perceptual loss and adversarial loss are set to be 1e-4, 1e-3, respectively. In order to preserve the identity especially for unseen people which are not included in the training data, Chung et al. [2] suggests using U-Net structure to keep the face identity. In this work, the authors also use multiple frames as input to further improve the image quality. However, this approach will increase the training time and generate unrealistic results where only the lip is moving while other facial parts remain still across the entire video sequence. In our experimental setting, only one frame is used as the reference image. If faces with extreme pose are removed, we will take the longest consecutive sequence within this video for training the RNN network.
Network architectures The audio, image encoder, and image decoder networks are all implemented using convolution and deconvolution models. More details can be found in the supplementary material. We apply GRU with orthogonalized initialization for our recurrent network. ADAM [32] (α = 0.0002, β = 0.5) optimizer is adopted. We have exploited two different training schemes, i.e., training RNN from scratch and training on pre-trained CAE network. We discover that the latter converges much faster. Hence we first train CAE with 50 epochs, then perceptual loss and adversarial loss are added to train for another 30 epochs. In the end, RAE is fine-tuned on the pretrained CAE model for another 50 epochs. In the whole framework, we set the image size as 112 × 112. The length of training image sequence is 70.
Qualitative Comparison
Generalization Analysis To demonstrate the superior generalization capability of the proposed approach, we evaluate the performance of the proposed pipeline on unseen videos and unseen faces. As illustrated in Fig. 4 which gives generated results for different input identities using the same audio. We can observe that the proposed method generates consistent lip shape movement across different identities. The generalization accuracy can also be measured by comparing the generated results with the ground truth images shown on the top. Similarly, the result on Voxceleb dataset is shown at the bottom of Fig .4 . Both results demonstrate that the proposed method works well in controlled as well as uncontrolled environments.
Comparison with different methods To evaluate the performance of our generation framework in improving the smoothness of lip and facial motion, especially the benefit from capturing the temporal information on both image and audio features, we compare with another two methods using the same testing samples from TCD and Voxceleb dataset, respectively. For ablation analysis, adversarial loss and perceptual loss are excluded for all these three compared approaches.
As shown in Fig. 5 4 .in order to measure the stability of generated image frames, the optical flow between each two continuous frames is calculated. (u, v) = opticalf low(I 1 , I 2 ). We first define the movement intensity for each pixel as u 2 + v 2 . The average movement intensity map is generated as demonstrated in Fig. 5 (c) . The brighter color represents larger pixel movement. By comparing the movement intensity map which is calculated on the entire sequence, rather than the four frames shown, we observe that RAE IA generates more smooth videos, and most movements are around the mouth region. Comparing CAE with RAE A and RAE IA , CAE may generate unclear and unsmooth lip movements as pointed out by the red arrow. Even RAE A improves the smoothness of lip movement, it cannot guarantee the smoothness in facial movement between Fig. 4 : The generated image sequences by providing an identity image shown in the red box on the left and an audio segment. By changing the identity while fixing the audio input, the generated result demonstrates the consistent lip shape change. And the accuracy can be found by comparing with the ground truth image as shown in the black box on the top. Top: the result from TCD set. Bottom: the result from VoxCeleb dataset. It is interesting to see that the 2nd and 3rd frames (highlighted by red dashed box) do not present smooth transition from the 1st frame, however, the proposed method is able to reject the anomaly by considering the information from the previous frame, i.e., temporal dependency.
frames. From the example listed at the bottom of Fig. 5 , we observe that the face shapes are not consistent between frames.
Quantitative Evaluation
Evaluation on Image Generation Performance The inception score with different loss functions on both TCD and VoxCeleb datasets are shown in Table 1 . From Table 2 , we could better visualize the effects of different loss functions. With both perceptual loss and adversarial loss, more detailed textures are kept, e.g., the teeth.
User Study We conduct two user studies to quantitatively compare performance using different methods. We mainly compare the CAE network [2] , RAE with perceptual loss and adversarial loss/GAN loss, denoted as "CAE-PG", and "RAE A -PG" and the proposed "RAE IA -PG". We choose Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) as the user study platform for evaluation. All the workers are specified to be either "UK" or "USA". The first user study lets the workers choose their preferred video result according to video quality, video smoothness and photo-realism. We generate 60 test samples for TCD and VoxCeleb dataset, respectively. For each test sample, results generated by different methods are provided to workers, and they are asked to choose which one is better. Each question is answered by 10 different workers. The result is demonstrated in Table 3 . The second user study aims to evaluate the lip sync accuracy. We define four accuracy levels as shown in Table 4 . For example, > 80 means that more than 80% of the entire frames are with accurate lip synchronization. The testing samples are the same as the first user study. From these two user studies, we discover that the proposed method achieves much better result on TCD dataset as compared to VoxCeleb dataset. The main reason is that the VoxCeleb dataset is recorded in uncontrolled environment which contains lots of noise, large variations of head poses and background changes.
Conclusion
We presented a synchronized audio to talking video generation framework. Our framework mainly utilizes the recurrent adversarial network to model the temporal correlation of audio features and facial image features at the same time. This has shown to greatly improve the photo-realism as well as smoothness in both lip and facial movement for the generated video data. We demonstrated the superiority on both controlled and uncontrolled datasets as compared to state-of-the-art approaches. We also proposed a sample selection method which largely reduces the training size by removing highly frequent samples without sacrificing performance.
The current audio encoder network still needs the off-the-shelf audio extractor which may limit the performance of the end-to-end training. More efforts need to be put in on the high resolution video generation task. Table 6 : Network structure of the image encoder E I . The default strides (S) setting is (2, 2), the default kernel (K) size is 5, and the default padding (P) method is "SAME". c is the number of input images. 
Sample Selection
Learning from large datasets which contain rich information could achieve good generative and discriminative capability. On the other hand, it is also very timeconsuming to train on large datasets. Sample selection aims to select video clips, Table 7 : Network structure of the image decoder G. The default strides (S) setting is (2, 2), the default kernel (K) size is 5, and the default padding (P) method is "SAME". Table 8 : Network structure of the multi-task discriminator D. The default strides (S) setting is (2, 2), the default kernel (K) size is 4, and the default padding (P) method is "SAME". Output1 and output2 are "image-aware", "matching-aware" results, respectively. taking advantage of the phoneme distribution information, where phonemes with lower occurrence rate are kept and those with higher occurrence rate (i.e., more repeated and redundant phonemes) are randomly removed. The details of sample selection is shown in Algorithm 1. To preserve those more important phonemes with lower occurrence rate in sample selection, the video clips are first ranked according to their individual phoneme distribution, where the lower the occurrence rate, the higher the rank of the phoneme. Then, samples are selected based on the rank. We randomly select n sample where n is in range of n min , and n max .
In the experiment, n min is set to be 5,000 and n max to be 15,114. We repeat this selection k times where k is set to be 50. The best result is the one with shortest distance to uniform distribution, U.
